A Compilation of Rare Demonic Sigils
Above is the Adamas Ater, or Black Diamond, being the variant of the Philosopher’s Stone which can be attained via Qliphothic Ascent. This can be used to open the gates to Hell.

Above: Sigil of Baelzebuth
HERE FOLLOWS A LIST OF SEVERAL DEMONS AND THEIR SIGILS OF SUMMONING:

Above: Sigil of Satanas
Above: Sigil of Set
Picture 8. Clavicula Nox. A Dragon Rouge symbol. The trident represents dark male principles, such as Shiva and Lucifer, and the circle represents dark female principles, such as Kali and Lilith. The union of the symbols represents the union of the energies and thus the elevation and empowerment of the magician. (from Eriksson 2001: 140). By T. Ketola.

The Esoteric Sigil of the Mark of Qayin

Forms of demonic sigil (after the Lesser Key of Solomon)

- Bael
- Gamayn
- Feimen
- Buer
- Persen
- Balth
- Morax
- Astaroth
- Margus
- Berith
- Asmeday
- Behal
Left: Sigil of Satan

AKONAN – the Deity of illuminated, intelligent thought. May be used to seek psychic power, develop the Will and Body of Light.

ANDAR – The daemon of rebellion, who brings the Black Flame. Summon Andar for workings which inspire the attainment of wisdom, of knowing when to guide rebellions and to continually seek spiritual knowledge through practice.
Eshem — The Dews of the Wounding Spear or the dews of the Bloody Man. Eshem is the root of Aeshman and the spirit of what is known as Amodeus. Eshem is used for channeling and controlling sexual desire, anything which involves aggressive emotions or to access this approach. You may use Eshem as a soldierer, or as a worker wanting a promotion, or something similar.

Figure 7: Steiger's Seal of Lilith

The Key of the Night is drawn whenever you need to open the outer or the inner gateways. It should be used both in rites of invocation and when you evoke the spirits into visible manifestation. It also opens the gates to Dreamlands and lifts the Veil of the Night as you leave the world of waking. It is traced with a ritual blade covered with practitioner's blood which is empowered by the invocation of the Dragon's force. It is the Blood of the Dragon, which is contained within the Blood of Man, that opens the Gates of the Night and conjoins the worlds within the worlds without.

Key of Thaumiel

Atlantean Seal of Demon Prince Lucifer
Above: Sigil of Seth

Above: Sigil of Molock
The Seven Manifestations of Kali

Matangi Kali  Chhinna Masta  Shamsara Kali

Bagala Kali  Bhairavi Kali  Tara

Shodoshi
Atlantean Seal of Demon Prince Belial

12. Lafoursiaux
Golachab—Thagirion. Justice
(sometimes Strength). Libra.

13. Malkunofat
Golachab—Samael.
The Hanged Man. Water.

14. Niantiel
Thagirion—A'arab Zaraq.
Death. Scorpio.

15. Saksaksalim
Thagirion—Camaliel.
Art (Temperance). Sagittarius.

16. A'ano'nin
Thagirion—Samael.
The Devil. Capricorn.

17. Parfavitias
Samael—A'arab Zaraq.
The Tower. Mars.
18. Tzufifu
A′arab Zaraq—Gamaliel.
The Star. Aquarius.

19. Qulielfi
A′arab Zaraq—Lilith.
The Moon. Pisces.

20. Raflifu
Samuel—Gamaliel.

21. Shalicu

22. Thantifaxath

7. Zambadiel
Satariel—Thagirion.
The Lovers. Gemini.

8. Haracith
Satariel—Golachab.
The Chariot. Cancer.

9. Temphioth
Golachab—Gha′yghebluh.
Strength (sometimes Justice). Leo.

10. Yamatu

11. Kurgasian
The Eye Of The Eleven Lords

Bibarlal Dendas Inasod Beelzebuth
Dessurpur Rajp Gidupp Leviathan
Lylusan Tateros Bolt Sibs Lucifer
Agilleath Tiddehmos Tlysos Bethal
Above: Sigil of Lucifuge Rofocale
Above: Sigil of Lucifuge